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Much of the upper ocean warming in the southern hemisphere is in close 
association with SAMW, and most (84%) of the increase in SAMW heat content is 
the result of changes in SAMW thickness, while only the remaining 16% are 
caused by warming through an increased heat flux to the ocean (Gao et al., 2018; 
Meijers et al., 2019).

Motivation:

Understand better the mechanisms governing the long-term variability of SAMW 
volume.

The goal:
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• Indian SAMW: quasi-decadal volume variability (magnitude comparable to the volume trend)

• Pacific SAMW: multi-decadal volume variability (magnitude larger than the volume trend)

gray: lighter SAMW
black: denser SAMW

solid: ECCO
dashed:  Argo

Volume changes of lighter 
and denser SAMW are 
nearly compensating in 
both ocean sectors.

detrended by removing 
ECCO trend



Which processes drive the long term SAMW volume 
variability?

We consider isopycnal volume budgets from ECCO, integrated 
over density ranges of lighter and denser SAMW.



volume tendency= 
advection+ water mass formation by surface buoyancy fluxes &

diapycnal ocean mixing
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The long term reorganization of SAMW volume is 
predominantly driven by WMF by air-sea buoyancy fluxes. 
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This indicates that the ocean is an integrator of the atmospheric forcing, having a memory of 
previous years.

Cumulative effects of the IPO govern the surface formation of lighter Pacific SAMW, which in 
turn dominates the multidecadal volume variability of this water mass. 



Conclusions:
• Decadal to multidecadal variability of SAMW volume can regionally exceed

long-term volume trends.

• The variability exhibits compensating volume changes of lighter and denser
varieties of SAMW in both the Indian and Pacific sectors.

• This two-layer density reorganization is primarily driven by water mass
formation by surface buoyancy flux, which is significantly impacted by the
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation.

• Tropical teleconnections play an essential role in driving multidecadal two-layer
SAMW reorganization in both ocean sectors.
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Since the beginning of Argo period, 
volume change is part of the 
multidecadal variability
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Which processes drive the long term SAMW volume variability?

We consider isopycnal volume budgets from ECCO, integrated over density ranges of lighter and 
denser SAMW.
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